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DIESTONE A8284 CLEANING SOLVENT WITH A HIGH
FLASH POINT

Technical Data Sheet

Approvals and conformities

AIRBUS IPS 09-03-001-09

BOEING BOEING D6-17487P (Superseded by BSS 7432) Solvent Cleaners; General
Cleaning

SMI ASTM F1110 (conform)

Non-VOC, high flash point solvent based aircraft cleaner with controlled volatility used to remove
paints, inks, marker, varnishes, adhesives, oils and greases from metallic and composite parts.

DIESTONE A8284 is free from harmful constituents, chlorinated or benzene hydrocarbons. It is not
subject to classification under the European legislation on VOCs (Directive 1999 /13/CE).

Excellent dissolving action on paints, inks, marking products, varnishes and adhesives, oils,
greases.
Compatible with most synthetic resins (epoxies, polyurethanes, acrylics, etc ...).
Non corrosive on light alloys, painted or not painted composites, uncoated, protected or
painted metals.
Few losses by evaporation.
Very safe because of its high flash point.
Slight odour.
The flash point is stable in time and remains constant throughout the evaporation duration.

USES

DIESTONE A8284 is suitable in workshops using paints, inks, varnishes and adhesives for:

the cleaning of application materials (included for screen printing),
the degreasing and cleaning of metallic parts composites.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Ready to use, the DIESTONE A8284 is used as supplied and without dilution:

In circulation pipes
By brushing or swabbing
By wiping with a cloth or wipe
In a hot or cold bath, with or without ultrasound (60°C)
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In parts washers

After cleaning, wipe off using a dry wipe or dry using compressed air.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Appearance clear colourless liquid .............................................................................................................. 
Specific gravity (at 20°C) 1.06 ..................................................................................................................... 
Flammability point (ISO 2592) 108°C ........................................................................................................... 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC), European Directive none according to the European regulation ...... 

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE AND STORAGE

Because of the powerful degreasing action of DIESTONE A8284 on the skin, users are recommended
to wear gloves. They must also avoid breathing or swallowing the product, and have to wear protective
glasses to prevent splashing into eyes. In case of contact with the skin or the eyes, rinse immediately
with plenty of water.

DIESTONE A8284 must be used and stored far away from flames or heat sources, in well-ventilated
rooms. During storage, keep it in the original closed package under shelter.

For more information regarding the danger of the product, please consult the product safety data sheet
according to local regulation.
For professional use only.

This technical data sheet replaces and cancels the previous one.

The above details have been compiled to the best of our knowledge. They have, however, an indicative value only and we therefore make no
warranties and assume no liability in connection with any use of this information, particularly if a third party's rights are affected by the use of our
products. The above information has been compiled based upon tests carried out by SOCOMORE. All data is subject to change as SOCOMORE
deems appropriate. The data given is not intended to substitute for any testing you must conduct in order to determine the suitability of the
product for your particular purposes. Pictures are not contractual. Please check your local legislation applicable to the use of this product.
Should you need any further information please contact us.


